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Profile-Free and Real-Time Task Recommendation 
in Mobile Crowdsensing 
Guisong Yang , Member, IEEE, Yanting Li, Xingyu He , Yan Song , Member, IEEE, 
, Member, IEEE, and Ming Liu , Senior Member, IEEE Jiangtao Wang 
Abstract— As a key research issue in mobile crowdsensing 
(MCS), recent studies on task recommendation have begun 
to focus on recommending tasks to participants according to 
the learned participant preferences. The common drawbacks of 
these studies are that, on the one hand, the factors affecting 
participant preferences are predefined, which is not practical 
as the influential factors are quite complex and a full map 
of participant profiles needs to be preexisted. On the other 
hand, they do not consider how to update the recommendation 
dynamically. To overcome these drawbacks, a profile-free and 
real-time task recommendation method is proposed in this work. 
First, we apply the recommendation systems to MCS to realize 
profile-free task recommendations. Second, a participant-task­
location tensor is constructed, based on which an improved tensor 
factorization method is presented to provide task recommenda­
tions for participants at a given location. Finally, we design a 
real-time update algorithm based on the idea of one update at a 
time to update task recommendation lists for participants in real 
time. Based on real-world trace data sets, extensive evaluations 
show that the proposed method has obvious advantages over 
other baselines in terms of accuracy and time cost. 
Index Terms— Mobile crowdsensing (MCS), profile-free, real-
time, task recommendation. 
W
I. INTRODUCTION 
ITH the popularity of intelligent mobile devices 
equipped with diverse sensors, mobile crowdsens­
ing (MCS) has become an effective sensing paradigm [1]. 
Specifically, MCS refers to participants execute sensing tasks 
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with the sensors in their intelligent devices, so as to collect 
information about the surrounding environment (such as air 
quality, traffic flow, and water pollution) [2]–[4]. MCS has 
been widely studied in recent years, with a large number 
of MCS platforms established, such as WAZE [5], Million-
agents [6], Medusa [7], PRISM [8], and CrowdOS [9]. 
The connection between tasks and participants is crucial 
in MCS systems. According to different ways of connec­
tion, MCS can be divided into the push mode and the pull 
mode [10]. The push mode means that the platform designs 
task allocation strategies based on the optimization objective 
and allocates tasks to participants. In the pull mode, the plat­
form first releases sensing tasks; then, participants select tasks 
according to their preferences. Although the pull mode is 
easy to implement, it encounters some problems in practical 
applications. For example, a large number of tasks, in reality, 
are apt to information overload. In this case, participants need 
to select tasks from a large number of tasks, leading to a 
poor participant experience and reducing the efficiency of task 
selection. To solve this problem, the task that participants 
are more likely to select should be placed in front of other 
tasks. The likelihood of participants selecting tasks is affected 
by participants’ preferences and their location [11], [13]. 
Therefore, important work is to provide task recommendations 
to the participant based on the predicted likelihood of the 
participant selecting each task. 
Most previous studies have used the logistic regression 
model [12]–[14] to learn participants’ preferences to realize 
task recommendations. However, in these studies, the factors 
affecting participant preferences need to be predefined, which 
is not practical. On the one hand, the influential factors 
are quite complex; it is difficult to define all factors in 
advance. On the other hand, the full map of participant profiles 
corresponding to these factors needs to be preexisted. Thus, 
a profile-free approach is needed to realize task recommen­
dations. In fact, recommendation systems can learn valuable 
patterns from complex historical data and help participants 
discover profitable items, without the need to define the factors 
affecting participant preferences in advance. In this article, 
we propose to apply the recommendation systems to MCS 
to realize location-based task recommendations. In order to 
improve the accuracy of task recommendation, the tensor 
Ming Liu is with the Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering, factorization method is involved to learn the relationship 
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong 999077 
among participants, tasks, and locations. However, the existing (e-mail: eelium@ust.hk). 
tensor factorization methods cannot be directly used in MCS 
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scenarios. In most MCS applications, participants are not 
required to explicitly rate the tasks that they have executed, 
which leads to difficulty in obtaining explicit feedback data. 
In comparison, the implicit feedback data are easy to obtain 
and carry rich information. Therefore, the tensor factoriza­
tion method needs to adapt to the implicit feedback data in 
MCS. In addition, since the data in the tensor in MCS are 
nonnegative, such as the number of times that participants have 
executed each task at each location, the nonnegativity of the 
tensor should be guaranteed in the process of tensor factoriza­
tion. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the existing tensor 
factorization method to adapt to the characteristics of MCS. 
In addition, timeliness is also an important evaluation indi­
cator in task recommendations. In MCS systems, the partic­
ipants’ historical data of task execution change with time. 
In order to improve the accuracy of task recommendations, 
the learned participants’ preferences need to be updated timely 
with the real-time updating of historical feedback data so 
that the task recommendation list for participants can be 
updated accordingly. However, the existing studies have not 
considered this problem, which reduces the accuracy of task 
recommendations to a certain extent. In order to update the rec­
ommendation dynamically, one straightforward way is to use 
batch processing; that is, once the participant’s historical data 
change, the platform will learn participants’ preferences again 
based on all historical feedback data. However, the number of 
participants and tasks in MCS systems may be very large; that 
is, the scale of historical feedback data is very large, and it will 
be very expensive in terms of time and calculation. Therefore, 
a more efficient method to achieve real-time updates of the 
task recommendation list is of vital importance. 
With the aforementioned research objective and challenges, 
a profile-free and real-time task recommendation method 
(PFRT-TR) is proposed, and the main contributions of this 
ARTICLE are summarized as follows. 
1) In view of the drawbacks of previous studies that need 
to predefine the factors affecting participant preferences, 
we apply the recommendation systems to MCS to realize 
profile-free task recommendations. 
2) We	 construct a participant-task-location tensor to 
describe their relationships. On this basis, considering 
the implicit feedback and nonnegativity characteristics 
of the data in the MCS scenarios, an improved tensor 
factorization method is presented to provide accurate 
task recommendations for the participants at a given 
location. 
3) In order to update the participants’ task recommenda­
tions dynamically, a lightweight real-time update algo­
rithm is designed based on the idea of one update at 
a time, which can reduce the time cost and calculation 
consumption efficiently when updating the task recom­
mendation list. In addition, the social relationship among 
participants is introduced in the algorithm to improve the 
accuracy of task recommendations. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, 
the related works of task recommendation and recom­
mendation systems are provided. In Section III, matrix 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS 
factorization (MF) and tensor factorization are introduced. 
The real-time updating algorithm is designed in Section IV. 
Section V gives the performance evaluation. Finally, 
Section VI provides the conclusion. 
II. RELATED WORK 
A. Task Recommendation in Mobile Crowdsensing 
Task recommendation where the platform recommends tasks 
to participants in a certain order for them to choose from is a 
core issue in MCS. In recent years, studies increasingly focus 
on improving the accuracy of task recommendations. An effec­
tive task recommendation framework with win–win incentives 
is proposed for crowdsourcing systems. Through bipartite 
matching between the task and participant, both the requester 
and the participant benefit from the task recommendation [15]. 
However, this framework is limited by the fact that it requires 
explicit ratings of tasks by participants in the historical 
data, and most MCS applications are unable to offer explicit 
feedback. In order to solve this problem, implicit feedback 
is used for task recommendations. Karaliopoulos et al. [12] 
used logistic regression models and machine learning tech­
niques to build personalized behavior decision-making pro­
files for participants based on their responses to past tasks 
with different attribute values. To overcome the limitations 
of the content-based method and the collaborative method, 
a hybrid recommendation approach is proposed in [13] to 
predict the probability of participants choosing each task. 
Wang et al. [14] exploited the content information to accu­
rately model participants’ preference on tasks and utilized 
the Logit model to integrate the heterogeneous factors into a 
single framework to predict the matching probability of each 
task–participant pair. Although these studies can achieve task 
recommendations, they need to predefine the factors affecting 
participant preferences, this is not practical as the influential 
factors are quite complex, and a full map of participant 
profiles needs to be preexisted. Therefore, we apply the 
recommendation systems to MCS to realize profile-free task 
recommendations. 
In task recommendation, in addition to the participant’s 
preference, participants’ location also affects the selection 
of participants [11]. Therefore, participants’ location should 
be considered when recommending tasks for participants to 
improve the accuracy of recommendation. In recent years, 
mobile location technology has been widely developed, which 
makes it easier to obtain location information to provide 
related services, thus effectively narrowing the gap between 
the real world and MCS services. Therefore, a series of 
location-related studies have been proposed. 
Research on location can be roughly divided into the 
following aspects. First, considering the impact of location 
on task execution, some studies have been proposed to deter­
mine the final task allocation strategy based on location 
design optimization goals. A location-aware task allocation 
and routing strategy is proposed to minimize the total moving 
distances of all participants subject to several constraints (e.g., 
sensor and deadline) [16]. Tao and Song [17] studied the task 
allocation problem taking geographic distributions of tasks 
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into account, especially the clustering tasks. Gong et al. [18] 
studied the task allocation and path planning problem in 
mobile crowdsensing, which aims to maximize total task 
quality under constraints of participant travel distance bud­
gets. Second, considering the privacy needs of participants in 
practical applications, some studies focus on location privacy 
protection strategies. Gao et al. [19] proposed a novel and 
efficient location privacy-preserving truth discovery (LoPPTD) 
mechanism, which can protect both location privacy and data 
privacy of participants. Li et al. [20] developed a privacy-
preserving participant recruiting scheme for mobile crowd-
sensing, which guarantees the crowdsensing coverage while 
preserving participants’ location differential privacy against 
a semihonest crowdsensing aggregator. Jin et al. [21] con­
structed a participant-centric location privacy trading frame­
work ULPT to facilitate location privacy trading between 
participants and the platform. These studies consider the role 
of location factors in the MCS systems but ignore the influence 
of participants’ preferences on decision-making, thus reducing 
the efficiency of task allocation to a certain extent. Unlike 
these studies, we recommend tasks to participants considering 
both location and preference. 
In addition, previous studies do not consider how to update 
the task recommendation list dynamically, which makes the 
task recommendation unable to adapt to changes in historical 
data in time. To solve the abovementioned problems, a real-
time update algorithm is designed to update participants’ task 
recommendations in real time. 
B. Recommendation Systems 
Originating as a solution to information overload, recom­
mendation systems are composed of participants, items, and 
corresponding ratings. Such systems can accurately learn par­
ticipant preferences and improve personalized service, which 
has broad application prospects. So far, many models have 
been designed to improve the accuracy of recommendation, 
such as trace-norm regularization-based models [22], multidi­
mensional probabilistic models [23], and latent factor (LF) 
models [24]. Among these models, LF models have been 
proven to have excellent performance and be able to reduce 
the cost of calculation. Therefore, LF models have received 
widespread attention, and the MF is the most commonly 
used model in LF. Due to its high precision and scala­
bility, MF has been used to handle various data analysis 
tasks [25], [26]. 
Matrices with dimensions greater than or equal to three are 
called tensors, and the decomposition of tensors has important 
applications in signal processing [27], [28], data mining [29], 
and graph analysis [30]. Existing tensor factorization methods 
include HOSVD [31], the pairwise interaction approach [32], 
and [33]. However, these studies are not applicable to the 
implicit feedback and nonnegativity characteristics of the data 
in the MCS scenarios. In this article, an improved tensor 
factorization method is presented to adapt to the historical 
data with implicit feedback, which is more in line with the 
actual applications of MCS. 
Fig. 1. MF diagram. 
III. PRELIMINARIES—MATRIX FACTORIZATION AND 
TENSOR FACTORIZATION 
In this section, we summarize the methods of MF and tensor 
factorization. For easily understanding, tensors are denoted by 
calligraphic uppercase letters (e.g., A and B), matrices are 
denoted by uppercase letters (e.g., A and B), and scalars are 
denoted by lowercase letters (e.g., a and b). 
A. Matrix Factorization 
For a 2-D matrix, recommendation systems usually use MF 
to learn participant preferences. In MF, the objective matrix is 
decomposed into two low-rank matrices by mining potential 
information; then, the product of the two matrices is used to 
approximate the objective matrix. 
For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the matrix R is a rating 
matrix, in which the elements represent the historical rating 
data of the participants on the items. In practical applications, 
participants usually only rate a few items, so the rating matrix 
R is a sparse matrix, that is, most of the element values in R 
are missing. Then, we use MF to decompose R into a low-rank 
participant LF matrix P and a low-rank item LF matrix Q and 
take the product of P and Q as the approximate matrix of R, 
ˆso as to obtain a prediction rating matrix R without missing 
values. 
MF is achieved through iteration with the goal of minimiz­
ing the cost function. The cost function is usually defined as 
the error between the predicted rating and the actual rating, 
which is expressed as  2k 1 
arg min J (P, Q) = ri, j − pi,sq j,s 
P,Q 2 ri, j ∈ s=1 ⎛ ⎞ 
k m n   λ 2+ ⎝ pi,s 2 + q j,s ⎠ (1)
2 
s=1 i=1 j=1 
where ri, j denotes the actual rating of the participant pi 
on item t j ,  represents the known entries of matrix R, 
P represents the participant LF matrix, and Q represents 
the item LF matrix. pi,s and q j,s represent the element in 
the LF matrices P and Q, respectively. The second half of 
This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination. 
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the formula is called the regularization term, and its purpose 
is to prevent overfitting. 
B. Tensor Factorization 
When the dimension N of a matrix is greater than 2, 
the matrix is called N-order tensor, which can be denoted 
RI1 ×I2 ×···×INas . Accordingly, the elements in the tensor are 
expressed as ri1,i2 ,...,iN . 
For tensor factorization of the third-order tensor, [32] pro­
posed a method to decompose the third-order tensor into three 
LF matrices and redefined the cost function as 
arg min J (P, Q, W ) 
P,Q,W  2k
1   	 
= ri, j,c − pi,sq j,s + q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s
2 
i, j,c s=1 ⎛ ⎞ 
k m n d    λ 2+ 
2 
⎝ pi,s 2+ q j,s 2 + wc,s ⎠ (2) 
s=1 i=1 j=1 c=1 
where ri, j,c represents the element in the third-order tensor, 
and pi,s , q j,s , and  wc,s represent the element value in the 
LF matrix respectively. Similar to (1), the second half of the 
formula is the regularization term, which is used to prevent 
overfitting. 
IV. PROPOSED METHOD 
In order to provide real-time task recommendations to 
participants at a given location, in this work, a PFRT-TR 
is proposed. The method can be divided into the following 
four steps, as shown in Fig. 2. First, the platform counts 
the number of times that participants have executed each 
task at each location and establishes a third-order participant­
task-location rating tensor R. Second, the platform uses the 
tensor factorization method to decompose R to generate the 
initial LF matrices P , Q, and  W . Third, the platform first 
calculates the predicted participant-task-location rating tensor 
R̂ by operating LF matrices P , Q, and W . The elements in 
R̂ represent the predicted likelihood that the participant will 
execute the task at the given location. Then, by sorting tasks 
according to the likelihood of the participant executing them 
at a certain location, from high to low, the platform puts 
ordered tasks into a task recommendation list. Fourth, each 
time the platform updates the rating tensor R, it updates the 
task recommendation list correspondingly. To indicate these 
steps clearly, the detailed symbols and descriptions utilized in 
this work are presented in Table I. 
Given a set of m participants P = {  p1, p2, . . . , pm }, a set  
of n tasks T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn }, and a set of d locations L = 
{l1, l2, . . . , ld } in the MCS systems, the third-order participant­
task-location rating tensor is denoted as R = [ri, j,c]m×n×d . 
In the tensor, ri, j,c is characterized by the number of times 
that participant pi has executed task t j at location lc. Pm×k , 
Qn×k , and  Wd×k represent the participant LF matrix, the task 
LF matrix, and the location LF matrix, respectively. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS 
Fig. 2. Model of PFRT-TR. 
TABLE I 
SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
A. Step 1: Establishment of Participant-Task-Location Rating 
Tensor 
In MCS, it is necessary to collect feedback data of partic­
ipants on tasks to learn participants’ preferences. However, 
in most MCS applications, participants are not required to 
explicitly rate the tasks that they have executed, which leads 
to difficulty in obtaining explicit feedback data. In this case, 
implicit feedback data have advantages to be used for task 
recommendation: for one thing, the implicit feedback data 
of participants, which is composed of the number of times 
that they have executed each task at each location, can reflect 
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Fig. 3. Instance of participants executing tasks at the given location. 
feedback data can be directly collected by the platform, so it 
is easy to obtain. In this article, these implicit feedback data 
are used to establish third-order participant-task-location rating 
tensor. 
The participant pi ’s historical records of executing task t j 
at location lc can be represented by a triple { pi , t j , lc}. Then, 
the number of times ri, j,c that participant pi has executed 
task t j at location lc can be obtained by accumulating the 
number of occurrences of these triples. Based on that, a third-
order participant-task-location tensor R can be established. 
If privacy is a concern, the MCS platform only needs to know 
the encoded IDs of participants, not their physical identity 
[34]. Privacy is not our focus. 
To facilitate the understanding of the process, an instance of 
establishing a participant-task-location rating tensor is shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4. We assume that there are three participants, 
three tasks, and three locations in an MCS system. In Fig. 3, 
the arrow lines with different numbers represent different 
records. For example, the line labeled 5 represents a record of 
participant p3 executing task t3 at location l3. By accumulating 
the records in Fig. 3, we establish a third-order participant­
task-location tensor R in Fig. 4. The three dimensions in R 
represent participants, tasks, and locations, respectively, and 
the elements in R represent the number of occurrences of 
records. For example, the row vectors marked red in Fig. 4 
indicate that participant p1 has executed tasks t1, t2, and  t3 at 
location l1 for 1, 0, and 0 times, respectively. 
It should be pointed out that the instance presented in this 
section is only used to explain the process of our method, 
so the data volume used is very small, and the data volume in 
the actual MCS applications is much larger than this. 
B. Step 2: Generation of Initial Latent Factor Matrix 
In this step, we decompose R to generate the initial LF 
matrix; one simplest way is to use the cost function in (2). 
However, this will reduce the accuracy because R is a ten­
sor formed by implicit feedback data rather than the actual 
rating of the participants on the tasks and cannot be used 
to express participants’ preferences on tasks directly. For 
example, if there is no record of a participant executing a 
task at a certain location in the historical data, it is hard to 
Fig. 4. Initial third-order participant-task-location tensor. 
determine whether the participant is not interested in the task 
at that location or participant just does not see the task because 
of its low ranking in the task list. Therefore, we introduce the 
confidence degree 1+αri, j,c into (3) to represent the reliability 
of using ri, j,c to represent the participant pi ’s preference on 
task t j at the location lc, where  α represents the attenuation 
parameter. 
Furthermore, since the elements in R represent the number 
of times that the participant pi has executed the task t j at the 
location lc, it is nonnegative in practical MCS applications. 
Thus, the cost function can be formulated by 
arg min J (P, Q, W ) 
P,Q,W 1 = 1 + αri, j,c2 
i, j,c  2k  
× ri, j,c − pi,sq j,s + q j,s wc,s + pi,s wc,s 
s=1 ⎛ ⎞ 
k m n d    λ ⎝ 2+ 2 + 2 ⎠+ pi,s q j,s wc,s
2 
s=1 i=1 j=1 c=1  
s.t. pi,s , q j,s , wc,s ≥ 0  (3)  
where J (P, Q, W ) represents the cost function about the LF 
matrix P, Q, and W ; pi,s represents the element in P; q j,s and 
wc,s represent the elements in Q and W respectively; and the 
constraint condition is to ensure that the variables pi,s , q j,s , 
and wc,s are nonnegative. 
Next, we focus on solving (3) to obtain the initial LF matrix. 
By adopting the additive gradient descent (AGD) algorithm, 
we obtain the update rules shown in (4)–(6), at the bottom of 
the next page. 
Note that there are negative terms in the above update 
rules, such as −βi,h γi, j,c,s,h , −β j,hξi, j,c,s,h , and  −βc,h πi, j,c,s,h , 
where 
γi, j,c,s,h ⎛ ⎞k  
1 + αri, j,c pi,sq j,s + q j,s wc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝ ⎠ = (7)j,c s=1 
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k  
1 + αri, j,c pi,sq j,s + q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝ ⎠ =	 (8)i,c s=1
 
pi,h + wc,h + λq j,h
 
πi, j,c,s,h
 ⎛	 ⎞k  
1 + αri, j,c pi,sq j,s + q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝ ⎠ (9)= i, j s=1 .
 
pi,h + q j,h + λwc,h
 
For the adopted AGD algorithm, in order to remove the 
negative terms in (4)–(6), we denote βi,h = pi,h /γi, j,c,s,h , 
β j,h = q j,h/ξi, j,c,s,h , and  βc,h = wc,h /πi, j,c,s,h . 
Finally, the update rules can be easily obtained as (10)–(12), 
shown at the bottom of the page. 
It can be proved that (10)–(12) finally converge. Note 
that, according to the multiplication update rule, if P , 
Q, and  W are initially nonnegative, they are always 
nonnegative. 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS 
According to the above rules, we can decompose the third-
order participant-task-location tensor in the instance of step 1 
and generate the initial LF matrix shown in Fig. 5. 
C. Step 3: Generation of Initial Task Recommendation List 
After generating the initial LF matrices P , Q, and  W , 
ˆa predicted participant-task-location rating tensor R can be 
established by calculating R̂ = P × Q + Q × W + P × W . The  
element values in R̂ are calculated by �=ri, j,c sk =1( pi,sq j,s + 
q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s ), which represents the predicted likelihood 
that the participant pi executes the task t j at the location lc, 
where pi,s , q j,s , and  wc,s are the element values of the LF 
matrix separately. On this basis, the tasks are sorted from high 
to low according to the likelihood of the participant executing 
them at a certain location, and a task recommendation list with 
ordered tasks can be generated for the participant. 





AGD⇒ i, j, c; h, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,  k} 
∂ J (P, Q, W )←	 pi,h − βi,h 
∂pi,h 	  ⎛	 ⎞
k  
1 + αri, j,c ri, j,c − pi,sq j,s + q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝	 ⎠← pi,h + βi,h	 (4)j,c	 s=1 
q j,h + wc,h − λpi,h
 
∂ J (P, Q, W )
←	 q j,h − β j,h 
∂q j,h 	  ⎛	 ⎞
k  
1 + αri, j,c ri, j,c − pi,sq j,s + q j,s wc,s + pi,swc,s ⎝	 ⎠← q j,h + β j,h i,c s=1	 (5) 
pi,h + wc,h − λq j,h
 
∂ J (P, Q, W )
←	 wc,h − βc,h 
∂wc,h 	  ⎛	 ⎞
k  
1 + αri, j,c ri, j,c − pi,sq j,s + q j,s wc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝	 ⎠←	 wc,h + βc,h i, j s=1 (6) 
pi,h + q j,h − λwc,h 
AGD
arg min J (P, Q, W ) ⇒ i, j, c; h, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,  k}
P,Q,W  
j,c 1 + αri, j,c ri, j,c q j,h + wc,h 
pi,h ← pi,h ⎛	 ⎞ (10)k  
1 + αri, j,c pi,sq j,s + q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝	 ⎠
j,c s=1 
q j,h + wc,h + λpi,h  
1 + αri, j,c ri, j,c pi,h + wc,h 
q j,h ← q j,h ⎛ j,c ⎞ (11)k  
1 + αri, j,c pi,sq j,s + q j,swc,s + pi,s wc,s ⎝	 ⎠
i,c s=1 
pi,h + wc,h + λq j,h  
i, j 1 + αri, j,c ri, j,c pi,h + q j,h 
wc,h ← wc,h ⎛	 ⎞ (12)k  
1 + αri, j,c pi,sq j,s + q j,s wc,s + pi,swc,s ⎝	 ⎠
i, j s=1 
pi,h + q j,h + λwc,h 
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Fig. 5. Generated initial LF matrix. 
Fig. 6. Predicted third-order participant-task-location tensor based on LF 
matrices. 
Fig. 6 shows the process of generating the predicted rating 
tensor based on the initial LF matrix obtained in Fig. 5. It can 
be seen that the likelihood of the participant p1 executing tasks 
t1, t2, and t3 at location l1 is 0.32, 0.02, and 0.02, respectively. 
Sorting the three values of likelihood from high to low, we can 
generate the initial task recommendation list of the participant 
p1 at location l1 as [t1, t2, t3]. 
D. Step 4: Update of Task Recommendation List in Real Time 
In order to predict the likelihood of the participant selecting 
tasks accurately so as to recommend suitable tasks to the 
participant, the platform will update the corresponding element 
values in R in real time each time the participant executing a 
task at a certain location; then, both the LF matrix and the task 
recommendation list for the participant should also be updated 
correspondingly. 
After a participant executing a task, the platform will 
update the element representing the number of times that the 
participant has executed this task at this location, and the 
other elements in the tensor R do not need to be updated. 
In addition, the change of this element mainly affects a 
vector in the LF matrix. Therefore, different from the previous 
studies that update the entire LF matrix, we put forward 
the idea of one update at a time; that is, when the value 
Fig. 7. Instance after adding a record that participant p3 executes task t1 at 
location l1. 
of the rating tensor R changes, only the corresponding LF 
vector influenced is updated. In addition, considering that 
social relations among participants will affect participants’ 
willingness to select tasks, after a participant executes a task, 
the willingness of participants close to the participant to 
execute the same task may increase. Therefore, we propose 
to update the LF vector of other participants who are closely 
related to this participant at the same time. Here, we assume 
that a group of participants who often execute the same task 
in the same location have common interests, even if these 
participants do not have any physical or online connection. 
For a participant, other participants in the group are called 
his or her similar participants, and the similarity is represented 
by cosine similarity of the following formula: d TaskVectori,c ·TaskVector j,c 
c=1 |TaskVectori,c |×|TaskVector j,c|similarityi, j = (13)d 
where TaskVectori,c is a vector whose length is equal to the 
number of tasks in the MCS systems, and the elements in 
the vector represent the number of times the participant pi 
executed each task at the location lc. 
To sum up, when the values of ri, j,c change, we keep other 
vectors in the LF matrix unchanged and update Pi , Pi
s , Q j , 
and Wc, so as to obtain the updated LF matrix, in which 
Pi
s represents the vector of similar participants of participant 
pi . Based on the updated LF matrix, we can get the updated 
predicted rating tensor and can further regenerate the new task 
recommendation list according to step 3. Since the data volume 
of the LF vector is much smaller than that of the LF matrix, 
the time cost and resource consumption for updating the LF 
matrix are greatly reduced, and the requirement for real-time 
updating of the task recommendation list can be satisfied. 
An instance of updating the task recommendation list is 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For example, as shown by the dotted 
arrow labeled 6, a record that participant p3 executed task t1 at 
location l1 is added in Fig. 7. In order to update the task recom­
mendation list correspondingly, the LF vector corresponding 
to p3, t1, l1, and  p3’s similar participants should be updated. 
In this case, we assume that only p3’s similar participants 
is needed. By using (14), the similarity between p3 and p1, 
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Algorithm 1 Profile-Free and Real-Time Task 
Recommendation 
1 Input: number of participants m, number of tasks n, 
number of locations d , participant-task-location tensor 
Rm×n×d , and parameters λ, α, k, T 
2 Output: participants’ task recommendation list at the given 
location 
3 Initialize: participant latent factor matrix Pm×k , task latent 
factor matrix Qn×k , and location latent factor matrix Wd×k 
4 Initialize t = 1 
5 //generate the initial latent factor matrix 
6 while not converge and t ≤ T do 
7  for  i = 1 to  m do 
8 update row vector of participant latent factor matrix 
P[i ]
9  end  for  
10 for j = 1 to  n do 
11 update row vector of task latent factor matrix Q[ j ]
12 end for 
13 for c = 1 to  d do 
14 update row vector of location latent factor matrix 
W [c]
15 end for 
16 end while 
17 // generate the initial task recommendation list 
18 R̂ = P · Q + Q · W + P · W 
19 for i = 1 to  m do 
20 for c = 1 to  d do 
21 Sort R̂i, j,c as Participant pi ’s task recommendation 
list at the location lc 
22 end for 
23 end for 
24 //update the task recommendation list 
25 while rating value ri, j,c changes do 
26 find similar participant set Si for participant pi 
27 update the corresponding value Pi , Pi
s , Q j , and  Wc 
28 repeat line 17-23 
29 end while 
p2 can be calculated, which are1/3 and 2/3, respectively, and 
then, p2 is selected. Therefore, we use (11)–(13) to update the 
LF vector P3, P2, Q1, and  W1 as the vectors of the marked 
color in Fig. 8. Based on this, we can regenerate a task 
recommendation list [t1, t2, t3] for participant p3 at location l1. 
In this section, a PFRT-TR method is proposed. The specific 
process of the method is shown in Algorithm 1. In this 
algorithm, first, the confidence degree coefficient ci, j,c is intro­
duced into the cost function of tensor factorization so that the 
tensor factorization method is more suitable for the historical 
data of the implicit feedback in MCS. Second, the formula of 
AGD is constrained to ensure the nonnegativity of the result. 
Third, an idea of one update at a time is proposed, and a 
real-time update algorithm is designed; based on it, it reduces 
the time cost and computational consumption of updating the 
recommendation list greatly and realizes the real-time updating 
of the task recommendation list. Finally, as social relationships 
have an impact on participants’ willingness to select tasks, 
during the process of one update at a time, the LF vector 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS 
Fig. 8. Update the LF matrix. 
of participant’s similar participants should also be updated to 
improve the accuracy of updating the recommendation list. 
E. Stability, Optimality, and Complexity Analysis 
The stability, optimality, and complexity of the designed 
algorithm are analyzed as follows: 
1) Stability Analysis: In line with [35] and [36], (10)–(12) 
can be proved to be ultimately convergent. Thus, the updated 
LF vectors obtained by (10)–(12) are unique; the tensor 
calculated by the LF vectors is also unique. In addition, 
as the task recommendation list is established based on this 
tensor, the final recommendation list obtained according to the 
algorithm is also unique. Therefore, the algorithm is stable. 
2) Optimality Analysis: Compared with other studies, 
the designed algorithm is optimal in terms of accuracy and 
time cost, which is more in line with the actual needs of 
MCS applications. It is worth noting that, since we only 
update several vectors at a time, the final recommendation 
performance of the designed algorithm may decline over time 
compared to simply updating all vectors based on all historical 
data. Therefore, in order to further improve the accuracy of 
the recommendation result in practical applications, the system 
can update all vectors periodically after running the designed 
algorithm for a while. 
3) Complexity Analysis: In Algorithm 1, the time com­
plexity of initializing the three LF matrices in step 1 is 
O[k(m + n + d)]. The time complexity of generating the 
LF matrix in step 2 is O(Tmndk). The time complexity of 
generating the initial task recommendation list in step 3 is 
O(mndk + mk). The time complexity of updating the task 
recommendation list in real time is O[k(nd + md + mn], 
which is lower than that of batch processing, that is, 
O(mndk). As a result, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 
is O(Tmndk). 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
A. Experimental Setting 
1) Data Sets: The following two data sets are employed in 
our experiments to validate the proposed models. 
9 
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TABLE II
 
DESCRIPTION OF DATA SETS
 
1)	 D1 (GeoLife GPS Trajectories) [37]: The data set  was  
collected by the Geolife project (Microsoft Research 
Asia) and recorded the movement trajectories of 182 par­
ticipants, spanning from April 2007 to August 2012. 
The data set consists of 17 000+ pieces of GPS trajec­
tory data, including longitude, latitude, and time, with 
more than 48 000 h in total. Since the data set is the 
trajectory data set, it does not include the historical 
data of specific task execution, so it is necessary to 
preprocess the data set. Specifically, we select part of the 
area in Beijing, which is in the northern latitude from 
39.925 to 40.025 and eastern longitude from 116.29 to 
116.37. We divide the area into 100 × 100 cells with 
equal size and generate 500 tasks randomly in cells 
every day. We suppose that, if the participant’s tra­
jectory is in the cell within that day, this participant 
can be deemed as having executed the task. Through 
processing, we finally extracted 216 245 data, including 
84 participants, 117 tasks, and 371 locations. 
2)	 D2 (FourSquare) [38]: The data set consists of 
1 021 970 check-in information at the location of par­
ticipants. The check-in information includes data id, 
participant id, task id, longitude, latitude, and check-
in time. In the data set, the number of participants is 
more than 2 153 000, and the number of locations is 
more than 1 143 000. All this information comes from 
the FourSquare application and is extracted through the 
public API. In this data set, we use the check-in record 
as a record of the participant’s task execution. Through 
screening the data set, we extracted 622 841 data, includ­
ing 285 participants, 105 tasks, and 168 locations. 
For each data set, the first 20% of the data in the data set is 
selected as offline data, and the last 80% of the data is input as 
stream data. Table II presents the information about the data 
sets that we use. 
2) Parameter Settings: In order to evaluate the performance 
of the proposed method, tenfold cross validation is used to 
set the value of the correlation coefficient for each method. 
First, an experiment to analyze the effect of k on accuracy is 
designed, as shown in Fig. 9, to assist both two data sets to 
set the appropriate value of the dimension k of the LF space. 
It can be seen that the accuracy increases with the increase 
in k, and the growth tends to be slow when k is greater than 
11 and 10 in D1 and  D2, respectively. In addition, time cost 
and resource consumption will increase with the increase in k. 
Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy and save the cost, 
k’s in D1 and  D2 are  set  to 11 and 10,  respectively.  Similarly,  
through the tenfold cross-validation method, the values of α 
in D1 and  D2 are  set  to 0.2,  and  the values  of  λu and λi are 
set to 0.01. 
Fig. 9. Difference in accuracy due to different dimensions of the latent space 
on two data sets. 
3) Baselines:: To emphasize the advantages of our method 
PFRT-TR, we compare them with eight baselines. 
First, in order to verify the advantages of PFRT-TR in 
learning participant preferences, we compared PFRT-TR with 
the following baselines. 
1)	 FLTE [12]: This method draws on logistic-regression 
techniques from machine learning to learn participants’ 
individual preferences from historical data. 
2)	 UPR-E2 [13]: This method defines each participant’s 
preference for each task as a linear combination of the 
content-based characteristic and the collaborative-based 
characteristic. 
3)	 TPTO [14]: This method treats the task–participant 
fitness prediction as a classification problem and utilizes 
the Logit model to learn the weight of each feature. 
Different from PFRT-TR, they all need to predefine the 
factors affecting participant preferences. 
Second, in order to verify the advantages of the improved 
tensor factorization method, we compared PFRT-TR with the 
following baselines. 
1)	 wLoc: This method only considers the connection 
between participants and tasks when recommending 
tasks and does not consider the influence of location 
information. 
2)	 wPara: This method does not consider the influence of 
implicit feedback and nonnegative characteristics of data 
in MCS scenarios. 
Finally, in order to verify the effectiveness of the real-time 
update algorithm proposed in this article, we compare PFRT­
TR with the following baselines. 
1)	 wReal: This method is the retrained batch algorithm 
mentioned above, which updates the recommendation 
based on all historical feedback data. 
2)	 wSoc: This method does not consider the influence of 
the participant’s social relationship on the participant’s 
willingness to execute the task. 
3)	 wUpd: This method does not update the task recommen­
dation list. 
4) Evaluation Metrics: 
1)	 Accuracy  dm hitcounti,c 
i=1 c=1 total recommend numberi,cAccuracy =	 (14) 
m × d 
where hitcounti,c represents the number of tasks in 
the recommendation list executed by the participant 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of different algorithms in accuracy in two data sets. 
pi at the location lc, total recommend numberi,c rep­
resents the number of tasks actually recommended to 
the participant pi at the location lc, m represents the 
number of participants, and d represents the number of 
locations in the MCS systems. Accuracy is characterized 
by the proportion of the number of tasks that participants 
have executed to the number of tasks recommended to 
participants, which is used to evaluate the performance 
of the task recommendation list. 
2) Ranking Metrics Normalized Discounted Cumulative 
Gain (NDCG) 
NDCG = DCG 
IDCG 
(15) 
where DCG is the discounted cumulative gain, and 
IDCG is the maximum DCG value under ideal condi­
tions. Therefore, the value of NDCG is between (0, 1], 
which is used to measure whether the order of tasks 
in the task recommendation list is consistent with the 
participant’s preferences. 
B. Results and Discussion 
To show the effectiveness and the superiority of the pro­
posed method, we show their results on evaluation metrics 
compared with other baselines. 
1) Recommendation Accuracy: Fig. 10 presents the accu­
racy results of the proposed PFRT-TR and other baselines. 
As can be seen from Fig. 10, PFRT-TR is superior to almost 
all other baselines in terms of accuracy. 
First, PFRT-TR is more accurate than FLTE, UPR-E2, 
and TPTO, which proves that the recommendation systems 
have advantages in task recommendation. Then, PFRT-TR 
updates the task recommendation list in time with the change 
of participants’ history data, so it can accurately adapt to 
the participants’ preferences. Therefore, its accuracy is much 
higher than that of wUpd. In addition, PFRT-TR learns the 
relationships among participants, tasks, and locations, which is 
more in line with the actual applications of MCS. Therefore, it 
is superior to wLoc. In terms of parameter settings, wPara does 
not consider the impact of implicit feedback data, resulting 
in the inaccuracy of the learned participants’ preferences. 
wSoc ignores the possible impact of the participant’s social 
relationships on participants’ willingness to select tasks, which 
reduces the performance of the recommendation to a certain 
extent. Finally, since wReal updates all values in the tensor 
during updating the task recommendation list, its accuracy 
Fig. 11. Comparison of the time required for different update algorithms. 
Fig. 12. Comparison of different methods in NDCG. 
is slightly higher than that of PFRT-TR. It is clear that the 
updated task recommendation list obtained by PFRT-TR has 
advantages in terms of accuracy in the MCS systems. 
2) Time Cost: To illustrate the advantages of PFRT-TR in 
terms of time, we compare it with wReal, as shown in Fig. 11. 
Since PFRT-TR only needs to update a part of the LF vectors 
at one time, and the data volume to be updated by PFRT-TR 
is much smaller than that by wReal, the running time of 
PFRT-TR on the two data sets is much less than that of wReal, 
and the time spent on PFRT-TR is only about 0.08% that of 
wReal, which shows its efficiency in the real-time update. 
3) NDCG: Before using NDCG to evaluate the ranking per­
formance of the proposed method, the discounted cumulative 
gain DCG should be calculated first 
f  2reli − 1 
DCG = (16)
log2i + 1 i=1 
where f is the number of tasks recommended to participants, 
i.e., the length of the task recommendation list. In this article, 
we set f = n, where  n is the number of tasks in the 
MCS systems. reli is the flag indicating whether a participant 
executes the i th task in the participant’s task recommendation 
list, with the value of 0 or 1. It can be seen from (16) that 
the higher the position of the task that the participant executes 
in the task recommendation list, the greater the DCG. Due to 
the value of IDCG is fixed for all participants, the greater the 
DCG, the greater the NDCG, and the better the ranking result. 
Fig. 12 shows the PFRT-TR performs greater than other 
baselines in terms of NDCG except for wReal. However, 
the time cost of PFRT-TR only accounts for 0.08% of 
wReal’s. Therefore, the ranking results of tasks in the task 
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Fig. 13. Influence of social relationships on accuracy in two data sets. 
recommendation list updated by PFRT-TR are more accurate 
and quickly meet the participant preferences. 
4) Effect of Social Relationships: We conduct experiments 
on two data sets to verify the influence of social relationships 
on recommendation results, as shown in Fig. 13. Different 
lines in Fig. 13 indicate that the LF vector of different numbers 
of similar participants is updated. That is, the number in the 
legend indicates that, after a participant executes a task, not 
only the LF vector of the participant is updated but also the 
LF vector of this participant’s corresponding number of similar 
participants is updated. As can be seen from Fig. 13, with the 
introduction of social relations, the accuracy rate is on the rise, 
so it is necessary to introduce social relations when updating 
the recommendation list. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this article, we proposed a PFRT-TR method that is 
divided into four steps. In the first step, a participant-task­
location tensor is established to describe their relationships. 
In the second step, the tensor is decomposed using an 
improved tensor factorization method to generate the initial 
LF matrix. In the third step, a predicted tensor is calculated 
by operating the LF matrix, and on this basis, a task rec­
ommendation list is provided for the participants at a given 
location. Then, a profile-free task recommendation is realized 
through the above three steps. Finally, in the fourth step, 
each time the participant-task-location tensor is updated, the 
corresponding task recommendation list is updated to achieve 
real-time task recommendation. In future work, we will con­
sider more factors that may affect task allocation in MCS 
systems and explore more sophisticated optimization methods 
and theoretical foundations. 
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